1. Install TSE VCT™ chamber onto the appropriate bracket holes, corresponding with the length of installed slack adjuster.

2. Ensure the chamber is pneumatically (min. 80 psi) or mechanically caged (as shown).

3. Loosen the clamp nut until the clamp band can be rotated.

4. Rotate the piggyback and/or clamp band to the desired orientation.

5. Tighten the clamp nut slowly, ensuring all housings and clamp band are generally centered. Tighten clamp nut to final torque of 25-31 ft-lbs. Check to see clamp is well-seated.

6. Remove caging tool and install in caging tool holder. Also, make sure the dust plug or Visi-Chek visual brake stroke indicator is installed on access hole of housing.

Warning!
Failure in not caging the spring brake for installation may cause the main spring to not fully engage the foundation brake components, which could cause insufficient braking force resulting in death, severe personal injury and/or property damage.

Important
IMPORTANT: Always block wheels when working on brake actuators to prevent vehicle rollaway.